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Question Bank

Camu’s Question Bank feature allows the user to build a question bank library and the question 
papers can be prepared from the bank. 

To access the Question Bank option, navigate to Assessment  Question Bank. Provide the 
required information and click on search as like below:



Click on                 button to create the new Question bank. The below screen appears:

Enter the required information's as above and choose the mode of the question bank as Multi 
Choice Questions (MCQ), Descriptive or Fill-ups. The question bank’s complexity level can be chosen 
from level 1 to 5.



Enter the questions in the Question field and corresponding options will be given in the options 
field. The tick mark next to Options field has to be selected for the correct answer and ‘X’ 
symbol has to be selected for the wrong answer. The marks for the answer will be entered in 
marks field. 



- Click on Add Criteria to add the next question. Once all the questions are added, 

Click on the save button to save the question bank. 

Question Papers

After the Question bank is created, the Question Papers can be created from the Question bank 
framed. To create the Question Paper, navigate to Assessment  Question Papers. Please fill the desired 
Program, Course and Subject information for which is the question paper need to be created. The 
created question paper will be listed as like below:



Select the Question bank and click on the                button. The screen will look like as below:

CAMU system facilitates the user to create the Question Papers in following two ways. 

- Questions can be chosen manually from the created Question Bank.

- Question papers will be generated automatically from the Question Bank.



To generate the question papers manually, choose the Manual Generation option and select the 
Question Bank created as below and click on Search. Select the           button against the list of 
questions to add it to the question paper. 

Manual Generation



After all the questions are selected, click on the                    to finalize the Question Paper.  

Generate For Me

To generate the question papers automatically, provide the information as like below:



Once all the questions are selected, click on the                    to finalize the Question Paper.  

Schedule Assessment

Schedule assessment or online assessment is the process of the scheduling the online examination in 
the student’s MyCamu portal. The question paper set above will be available in the students portal 
for the assessment. 

In the Schedule Assessment screen select the Course, Dept, Semester and Section details for which 
the assessment has to be scheduled. 

Question paper for the assessment, assessment date and other related required information will be 
given as like below:





Assessment’s starting and ending instructions if any can also be added and click on              button to 
save the online assessment. 

The assessment scheduled will be available to students in the MyCamu portal. The student can see 
the scheduled examination under the Assessment module in MyCamu portal.



Clicking on                         enables the student to take up the exam. The sample examination screen 
look like below:



Thank You.


